The ICJS Justice Leaders Fellowship is a year-long intensive program that offers local community and nonprofit leaders the opportunity to draw on the rich resources of diverse religious traditions to inform and inspire building a more just Baltimore.

Each Fellowship cohort is composed of Fellows from diverse religious backgrounds who demonstrate success and leadership in a wide variety of fields, including advocacy; arts; public and mental health; nonprofit; and government. Justice Leaders Fellows are committed to increasing interreligious understanding and cooperation, and work together to consider contemporary issues of justice through the lenses of Islamic, Christian, and Jewish teachings and traditions.

In 2021, ICJS scholars will work with Fellows to investigate economic justice through the study of religious texts and dialogue.

**BENEFITS**
- Relationship-building among cohort of community leaders
- Access to a rich network of Justice Leaders alumni
- Increased interreligious literacy
- Exploration of how interreligious tools can be applied to your own justice work
- Stipend

**COMMITMENTS**
- 10 monthly meetings
- 2 reflection pieces
- Presentation on key learnings

**LEARN MORE / APPLY:**
icjs.org/justice-leaders-fellowship